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Let F&E&B be a fibration and let f: W-+E be such that pf is homotopicaily trivial. 
Then p naturally extends to a fibration F’ L E’ XL B with E’2 C, the cone off. 
In OUT first result, we study the natural homomorphism of W*(QB;R)-modules H*(F;R)-+ 
H*(F’;R). When R = Q, we apply this result to study the cone length of a space, the free Lie ideals 
and a cellular construction of a graded Lie algebra. 
Introduction 
Let FL E* B be a fibration and let W--L E be a continuous map such that 
p 0 f is homotopically trivial. Thus f factors through a continuous map g : W-+ F 
and p extends to a continuous map p’ : Cf + B, with C’ the cone off. Denote by 
F’-+E’+B the fibration associated top’. In [4] Ganea studies the particular case 
f= i and proves that in that case F’ is homotopicaily equivalent to the join space 
1T*S2B. Moreover, by the naturality of the construction, there exists a map ,U : F’-+ 
F* QB. 
On the other hand, the lifting property of homotopies defines a homotopy opera- 
tion GE x F-?J-+ F called the ~oiono~y operff~ion. (See [l&1.7.2] for the general 
study, 121 for its study in rational homotopy and [l] for its study in terms of Adams- 
Hilton models.) In particular the composite map OB-+L?B x FL F induces the 
connecting homomorphism in the long homotopy exact sequence of the fibration 
p. Our first result compares the holonomy operations in the fibration p and p’. 
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Let now R be an extension of Z such that ~*(~,~) is a free R-module. Then: 
Theorem 1. With theprevious notation, if F, E, E are connected and W 1 -connected, 
then: 
(i) If we denote by T the map v( 1 x g) : OB x W-+ F, then we have a long exact 
sequence of H&?B;R)-modules: for n > 0, 
.** jH,+,(F’;R)-,[N*(~B;R)0A,(W;R)l,~H,(F;R)- 
‘H#‘;R)+ “‘; 
(ii) ff moreover H,(g ;Q) is injective and T is surjective, F’ is rationally a wedge 
of spheres. 
As a particular case, when B = Cf, we recover the main result of [I]. 
For instance, starting from the canonical fibration QB-+ EB+ B with W= DB and 
f = id, an iteration of the above fibre cofibre construction yields the Ganea sequence 
of fibrations 
EB-E 1 -E +...-+E,, 2 
The above theorem implies that fl*(F,,;Q) is an (n + 1)th syzygy of Q as 
~*(~~;~)-module. It is in fact the (n -t- 1)th syzygy of the classical Bar construction 
on H&H?:Q), 
with B, E (~*(~~;~)) @ (~~(~B;~)~‘). 
As a first application of Theorem 1, we detect the cone length of a l-connected 
space X, which is an integer fO(X) defined as follows: 
fO(X) = 0 iff X has the rational homotopy type of a point; 
fO(X) = 1 iff X has the rational homotopy type of a suspension; 
&,(X) s n iff X has the rational homotopy type of 
the mapping cone of a map into a space Y with 
fo(Y) < rz. 
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The cone length is related to the rational category cat&Y) of the space X by the 
formula 
A)(X) 5 c%(X) 
17J, and equality holds if cat,(X) 5 2 131. 
Denote by p : W,-X a continuous map from a wedge of spheres W, in X such 
that 
P* : A*( JJfx;Q -Hww?,) 
is an isomorphism. (E&X&)) denotes the spherical homology of X, i.e. the image 
of the IIurewicz homomorphism with coefficients in Q). 
Denote by F, the homotopy fibre of p, then: 
Theorem 2. (1) fO(X) = 1 iff Fx has the rational homotopy type of a point. 
(2) f&Y) = 2 iff A,(Fx;Q) is a free ~~(~X;~)-mod~~e. 
(3) If hdim fi,(F,;Q) = 1, then fO(X) = 3. 
(4) f@(X) I hdim @+(Fx;Q) + 2, where hdim A denotes the hom~iogica~ dimen- 
sion of the W,(QX;Q)-module A. 
Our second application concerns the existence problem of free Lie subalgebras in 
the rationai homotopy Lie algebra rr,(QX) @ Q of a l-connected space X with finite 
Betti numbers. If L is a Lie algebra, we call an ideal which is a free Lie algebra a 
free Lie ideal. 
Let now X be a l-connected CW-complex and L the Lie algebra rc*(52X)@Q. 
Denote respectively by V and 1 the vector space and the ideal generated by a family 
of eIements (Wi) in L. Denote then by Y the space obtained from X by attaching 
a cell along each wi. We obtain a commutative diagram 
O-----+I------+L -L/I-O 
where v, is not in general surjective. 
The horizontal exact sequence of Lie algebras defines a canonical structure of a 
U(L/Z)-module on Z/Z*. We define a homomorphism of U(L/Z)-moduIes 
iJ(L/I) @ v J--+ r/P 
by putting e(wi) equal to the class of wi mod 12. 
Theorem 3. If I is a free Lie ideal, then there exists a short exact sequence of Lie 
algebras 
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(U_(K) denotes the free graded Lie algebra generated by the vector space K.) 
If e is an isomorphism, then ~*(~Y)~~ = L/I and we recover the classical 
theorem of Halperin and Lemaire [$I. 1 is then called an inert ideal. 
Theorem 3 shows that attaching cells to X along a free Lie ideal which is not inert 
yields a space Y whose rational homotopy Lie algebra contains again a free Lie 
ideal. 
When X is a wedge of spheres, every ideal is a free Lie ideal. When this ideal is 
not inert, n&2Y)@ OJ contains also a free Lie ideal. By Theorem 3, we can iterate 
the process and construct many spaces Z such that n&C?Z) @ (IJ contains a free Lie 
subalgebra. 
In our last application of Theorem 1, we want to point out the parallelism be- 
tween the spaces K(G, 1) associated to groups, and the l-connected spaces, called 
n-formal, associated to connected graded Lie algebras. 
More precisely, given any group G, there are two well-known spaces whose fun- 
damental group involves G. The first, X, is a two-dimensional CW-complex cor- 
responding to a presentation of G, and the second is the space K(G, 1). There exists 
also a sequence X, of spaces which are intermediate steps between X=X, and 
f((G, 1): X,! is the n-skeIeton of IK(G, 1) and the homotopy fibre of the inchrsion 
X,-K(G, 1) is a wedge of n-dimensional spheres. 
In the same way, given any connected graded Lie algebra L of finite type over 
Q, there are two well-known spaces whose rational homotopy involves L. 
The first one, Sz, is obtained as the cofiber of a map between two wedges of 
spheres directly from a presentation of L. The second one, S, constructed by 
Lemaire 161, is the z-formal space satsfying n(DS)QOJ =L. Recall that a l-connect- 
ed space S is n-formal (or coformal) if it admits as minimal model the cochain 
algebra on its rational homotopy Lie algebra [6,9, 111 
A choice of generators of L induces a map p2 : S-S. 
Define S3 by adding a minimal number of cells to S, in order to kill the kernel 
of (pz)# : n(QS2) @ Q -+ n(Q2S) @ Q. We then obtain p3 : S3 + S. 
Define now S, recursively: S,, is obtained by adding cells to S,_ , in a minimal 
way m order to kill Ker(p, J#. The spaces S,, are the analogues of the X,. 
By definition, the coformal space S has a minimal model (in the sense of Quillen 
and Lemaire [6,8]) (~(~),d) equipped with a second gradation V= @jnzO I’, satis- 
fying d( V,) C U_( V),_ , , He(ll( V), d) = L and H, (U.( I’), d) = 0. The space S, is then 
the geometric realization of the sub-differential Lie algebra ZZ~ _ I = (L( If, n _ 1), d). 
In this context, we prove: 
Theorem 4. For n 2 2, the homotopy fibre F, of the map pn : S, -+ S has the ration- 
al homotopy of a wedge of spheres. The rational Lie algebra homo~opy of S,, is 
therefore an extension of L by a free Lie algebra: 
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1. Proof of Theorem 1 
(i) We denote by Zf the mapping cyclinder off: 
E 
We then have a commutative diagram 
T s 
QBx W- F - F’ 
From the commutative diagram of fibrations 
OB OB L?B 
(0 w 
w-z-c f f 
we deduce the homotopy pushout diagram 
G 
where p, denotes the first projection. 
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This implies the exactness of the upper line in the following diagram, defined for 
n > 0: 
J 
a 
L 
H,+,(PBxC ;R) F 
(P,@* 
B ’ 
H,(BBx W;R) - H,,(QB;R)OH,(PB x Z ;R) e;+w. H,(PB x C 
B/ 
.R) 
B /’ 
k -Q*+P2 
k”a 
H,,+,(PBx G ;R) - H,(QB x W, QB;R) 
ci, 
B ” 
* i 
H,,(PB x Z/;R) 
Q* 
B B 
The hypothesis on R implies that H*(L?B x W;R) is isomorphic to H*(QB;R) @ 
H*(W;R) and that k is surjective. Therefore (-e*+ p2) 0 (pt, @)* factors through 
0. A diagram chasing implies that the bottom line is also an exact sequence. 
Theorem l(i) is then a consequence of the above diagram. 
(ii) By hypothesis T is surjective. Using the quoted result of Ganea and the 
naturality of the construction, we obtain the following commutative diagram of 
short exact sequences: 
0 - H*+ 1uvQS) - H*(QB;QS)Ofi*(W;Q) - T ~*(F;Q) - 0 
The injectivity of g* implies the injectivity of p *. The theorem now results from 
the following lemma: 
Lemma. Let f: X+ Y be a continuous map between l-connected spaces such that 
(1) H,( f;Q) is injective; 
(2) Y has the rational homotopy type of a suspension. 
Then X has also the rational homotopy type of a suspension. 
Proof. Denote by (lL( W), d) f, (1L( V), d) the Quillen minimal model of f [l 11. 
From the definition of the Quillen model we have isomorphisms 
w* s A*+ ,(X;Q) and v* = H*+ ,(Y;Q). 
Moreover the induced map on the indecomposable elements 
Wa 1L(W)/11’2(W)s_tIL(T/)/11’2(1/)~ I/ 
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is isomorphic to A,(f;CJ). As H,(f;@J) is injective, g and thusfis injective. The lem- 
ma follows then from the fact that a space has the rational homotopy type of a 
suspension iff its Quillen model has a differential zero. 0 
2. The cone length of a space 
In this section, we prove Theorem 2 of the introduction concerning the fibration 
F,A W,AX. 
Lemma 2.1. F, has the rational homotopy type of a product W x K where 
(a) W is a wedge of spheres; 
(b) K is a product of Eilenberg-MucLane spaces; 
(c) rr.(W)@Q2xrr(W,)@Q is injective; 
(d) a maps rr&lX)@Q onto rc*(K)OQ. 
Proof. Ker n*(Qp)@Q is a free Lie ideal of n*(CI W,)@Q. Let W be a wedge of 
spheres and let f: W-F, be a continuous map such that io f induces an iso- 
morphism 
7c,(Q W) @ Q 2 Ker rr,(Qp) 0 Q. 
If Z, denotes the rationalization of Z, (QX), is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane 
spaces. Let V, be a direct summand of Ker a, in n,(S2X,) = rc,(sZX) @ CJ. There ex- 
ists a continuous map y : K= TI, ?I K( V,, n) --t (52X),. The composite 
KxW =-% (QX), x W “m (F,), 
is then a rational homotopy equivalence. 0 
Corollary. As a H,(QX;Q)-module, fl,(F,Y;Q) is generated by spherical homology 
classes. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. We apply the construction of Theorem 1 to the fibration 
F,+ W,-X with V= W: 
Fx F, 
I I 
W- W,-E, 
II/i/ 
X 
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Theorem l(ii) shows that F, is rationally a wedge of spheres. Iterating the pro- 
cess W=F,, W=F,,..., we obtain the following commutative diagram: 
Fx 4 F2 F3 
1 1 ! 1 
W,=E,=E,=E,... 
By construction &(E,) 5 n + 1. 
If I?,(F,;Q) is a free H,(!SX;UJ)-module, we choose a basis (x,) for this free 
module and a continuous map W, g-‘E, where W,, is a wedge of spheres such 
that 
(a) H,(g;UJ) is injective; 
(b) The image of n&2W,J is the free Lie algebra generated by the (x,). (When 
n=O, this construction is possible by the previous lemma.) 
Theorem 1 (i) asserts then that F, + , = Q * and En + r = Q X. 
More generally, Theorem l(i) shows that 
hdim A,(F,J + 1 5 sup( 1, hdim f?,(F,, _ J). 
Theorem 2, (1) to (4), follows from these considerations. 0 
3. The spectral sequence of a cofibration 
Let X be a l-connected space and let S “O L X, ac E A, be continuous maps. We 
denote by Y the cofibre of the map VUEA f,: 
Y S X U e”” + ’ . 
LIEA 
It is not possible in general to compute rr,(QY) 0 Q directly from rc.(sZX) 0 UJ and 
the elements [f,] in z,,(X). We need the Quillen model Lx. 
We put I/= 0n2i V,, where V,= Bnezn (UJx,). A Quillen model for Y is then 
the differential graded Lie algebra 
(Lx 1 UV), d), dx, = I-, 
where ra represents the attaching map f, [l 11. 
Denote L = H,(L,). The increasing filtration F, = Lx Y ll’“( V) yields a spectral 
sequence satisfying 
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E’=LlLI(V), E;, * = UL @ V, 
E2 = H,(L IL il( V), 0) where D(x,) = [T,J 
and converging to rcu(s2Y)@Q. 
Definition. A free Lie ideal in a Lie algebra is an ideal which is a free Lie subalgebra. 
Denote by I the ideal of L generated by the elements r,. Our purpose is the study 
of the preceding spectral sequence when I is a free Lie ideal. 
Lemma 3.1. If I is a free Lie ideal, we have a short exact sequence of Lie algebras 
O-, lL(K)+E2-t L/I-t0 
where K is the kernel of the homomorphism p : U(L/I) @ V+ I/I2 defined in the 
introduction. 
Proof. Let T be a n-formal space whose rational homotopy Lie algebra is L. We 
choose for each r, in L a continuous map g, : Sna-t T. Denote W= VatAS”* and 
g=V crEAgrx. The geometric realization of the short exact sequence Z+L +L/I is a 
fibration F-+ T+ B. Applying the construction of Theorem 1 to g : W+ Twe obtain 
a commutative diagram of fibrations 
F-F’ 
f I I 
W-T-T’ 
B 
As I is a free Lie ideal, F is a wedge of spheres and A,(F;Q) = Z/Z2. Therefore 
the hypotheses of Theorem l(ii) are satisfied and F’is rationally a wedge of spheres. 
On the other hand n*(p)@Q is surjective, and so the same is true for n*(p’)@Q. 
The short exact sequence of homotopy Lie algebra of the fibration p’ can now be 
written 
O-rLL(K)~rr*(~T’)O~$-t/I-tO 
where K is the previously described kernel. As E2g n*(QT’)@Q, the lemma is 
proved. q 
Lemma 3.2. If I is a free Lie ideal, then the spectral sequence collapses at the 
E 2-term. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we have: 
E:,, * = W: .> 
and 
E?,*= Ker[U(L/Z)@ V+Z/Z*]. 
We choose a linear basis (y,) of Ef,.. As CJZ@ V+Z2 is surjective, there exist 
elements pi in UL 0 V and elements zi in Lx such that 
(a) p(9i) = yi where p is the projection UL + U(LN); 
(b) d(yj- z,) = 0 in Lx II II(V). 
Denote by R the graded vector space generated by the elements $i - Zi. Every ele- 
ment u of L(R) is a cycle in !l, IL IL(V). So far u is a &-cycle for each r. As 
~(R)=E:t,., none of those elements is a coboundary. This implies the collapsing 
of the spectral sequence at the E2-term. 0 
Theorem 3 of the introduction results clearly from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof proceeds by induction on n. As 11(H,_2(LnP2)) is a 
free Lie ideal of (rr&IS,~ t)@Q, the homotopy spectral sequence for rrrr(QS,)@Q 
collapses at the E,-term and we have a short exact sequence (Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2): 
O+lL(K)+7z*(l2S,)@Q+L+O 
where K is the kernel of the canonical map 
ULO Vfl_,+HHnp2(Ln-2). 
We thus have K= H,, _ I(Ln_ J. 0 
Remark. E* always contains the Lie algebra II(K) where K = Ker(U(L/Z) @ V-t 
Z/12). 
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